Pick&Place
vacuum feeder
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Choose our Pick&Place vacuum feeder and you have a reliable
and convenient device to dispense and feed flat products that can
not be processed with a friction feeder due to their properties,
e.g., filled postal envelopes, mini CDs, filled sachets, etc.
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The Pick&Place vacuum feeder has the familiar practical
and convenient operation that is characterized by the entire
range of RonTech feed systems. The product magazine can be
filled quickly and easily. Because the simple layout has been
meticulously designed, service and maintenance tasks can be
reduced to an absolute minimum.
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3-stage indicator light
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Operation using operator panel and keys
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Rotating control panel
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Vacuum gripper
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Outlet with rack
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Product magazine
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Height-adjustable stand with wheels
and locking devices
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TECHNICAL DATA
Output range

up to 90 cycles/min

Power connection

13 AT / 230 V / 50 Hz / 60 Hz / LNPE

Controller

freely configurable

Machine dimensions

listed on separate dimension sheets

PRODUCTS
Product formats

on request

Product features

on request

Product thickness

on request

Pick&Place
vacuum feeder
STANDARD DESIGN

MODULAR SYSTEM

Controller freely configurable
Operation of the operator panel with touch screen
Housed in an easily accessible and clearly arranged milled
housing made of aluminum with a rotating design
Pneumatic drive, controlable up to 90 cycles/min

According to the requirements of the customer, the Pick&Place
vacuum feeder can be supplemented with the following
components from our proven modular system:
Hopper feeding belt 1000 mm long, separate drive cycled via level
photo cell, adjustable side guides, belt mounted on feeder
Pneumatic rack with and without safety cover

Vacuum generated by ejector

Stand with moveable, fixed, mechanical height adjustment options

Vacuum monitoring
Vacuum suction unit matched to product
Separate control cabinet
The electrical design of the feeder is clearly arranged and housed
in a V2A control cabinet that is decoupled from the device. The
supply line to the feeder can be plugged in. Easy transportation or
modification for other packaging machines is therefore ensured.
The space availability in a packaging line is often very limited
so that the control cabinet is located in a niche or under the
packaging machine. The length of the supply line can be
adjusted accordingly.

OPC server connection according to RonTech standard
Backup/restore with factory settings (software)
Various special designs on request by customer

Product magazine 600 mm long, 15° angle, adjustable side guide
Machine design: anodized aluminum, rustproof steel
Low noise
CE compatible
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